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Introduction
Uninformed skeptics often say “the only people making
money online are the ones selling books on how to make
money” …
Well, I’ve gone ahead and made this book entirely free.
There, try to argue that BS case now. :-)
In reality, the number of people worldwide who are
“making money online” is continually growing because the
number of ways to trade value (your time, experience, a
product, a service, etc) for money is never-ending.
If you’ve taken steps to increase your financial literacy,
you already know this.
If you’re still clueless … well … then come on this digitalbook adventure with me and let’s clue you in.

Money NOW?
The Emergency Money Challenge…
This book is a little different than probably every other
make-money anything you’ve seen. Here’s what I mean...
You probably come up with snazzy new ideas all the time
that you know could bring in a healthy pay day for you IF
you take action on that idea and implement it. A service
you could release, an investment you could make, a site
you could setup, an info product you could produce, a
new gizmo you could sell etc etc.
Having a “potentially profitable idea” is about as common
as Canadian gold medals at the 2010 winter Olympics.
But there’s no money in just having the idea.
Building the strategy and working towards the implementation of the idea is where the money is. Translation: DO-
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ING SOMETHING with the idea is where pay-days come
from.
And that’s where the majority fail.
What every other make-money booklet, course or seminar does though, is helps you see even more ways to
make future money… how to build a business or how to
take steps that can pay out in a few weeks, months or
years from now.
What about RIGHT NOW money?

The “Make Money” Business Vs.
Restaurant Owner
Restaurants and, in fact, most other businesses are really
missing out.
If I had a restaurant, I could work hard to provide the
best ambiance, the best service, incredible food, fantastic
value … but once I fed my customer, they are done eating. And the best I can do is hope that they come back to
see me when they are hungry again.
But the “how to make money” customer…
They’ll buy a product and before even opening it (before
watching the DVDs or reading the book or really internalizing the information)… they’ll be quick to buy another.
And another. And another.
They don’t even have to CONSUME a “make money” information product … yet they’re now off in their “oooh
shinny!” mode and have found yet another idea, another
gimmick, another “expert”, another tactic and they are
quick to invest time and money to taste test what this
new offer hast to give them.
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I mean the only next best customer to a “make money”
product customer is the pure, hardcore crack junkie.
… Though even the druggie is a bit of a tougher sell because they’ll first want to consume their chemical-fix before being ready to buy again.
Yes, what I’m saying is selling to a “how to make money”
buyer can be easier than selling to a crack addict.
That probably didn’t make us friends, did it?
I’m not trying to be arrogant, let me clarify.
I’m driving to a point here, I promise… so please put
down the rusty pipes, sniper rifles and voodoo dolls. Give
me a few more minutes...

The “How To Make Money” Industry SCAM
There’s a bunch of people, right now, being scammed
with yet another “how to make money” book or audio
course or video course or seminar… or whatever.
Here’s a twist though: the “scam” is they’re own doing.
The product and the information and the offer are likely
entirely legit and entirely useful… but the large majority
continually scams themselves by telling themselves that
“I just don’t know enough to get started”. Maybe it’s fearof-success and a bit of self-doubt.
I’m not ready.
I can’t do this.
I don’t deserve it…
… So instead I’ll go read a little more, buy a new home-
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study course, attend a new seminar so that I can learn of
yet another perfectly effective and highly lucrative way to
make money.
Otherwise rational and intelligent masses scam themselves out of the benefits they could be enjoying if they
simply took action on that idea.
Regardless if that snazzy idea is one that you dreamed up
or if it was delivered to you on a silver platter with bullet
points and video tutorials and instructions in a course you
paid for… if you keep letting yourself get in your own way
and you never engage that money-strategy, you’ll never
see results.
So why aren’t you making the extra money you need and
want?
Well, as I just mentioned, it’s definitely not because of a
shortage of ideas. The ideas and strategies are there.
Maybe it’s all too confusing to get started with? Hmmm...

From Book to Easy Button
There was a time when the only way to try to dig into a
“make money” strategy was by reading a book (or
ebook).
Audio courses then followed.
Then videos. Then videos online. Then home study bundles with book, digital copy of the book, audios and
video. Then transcripts for the audios.
Courses kept growing… you then also got access to a
group coaching program for more help and access to
members-only forums for help.
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Then you got step by step checklists.
Those checklists then started being printed on color
coded sheets.
Now you are getting the steps fed to you by email lessons, in a book, digital book, audio, transcript of audio,
videos, streaming video, group coaching, members site,
support email address, color coded checklists…
It’s broken down into “do this, then do that” steps.
So too complex isn’t a valid argument.
I mean what could possibly be next?

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …
Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.
Click Here

“Order our Fancy Money Tactic course now and we’ll ship
you this box”
… The box arrives at your doorstep, you open it, a gateway to Narnia opens up and out-climb a dozen business,
success and marketing pros and they get to work. All
they ask is you make a few Starbucks drinks available for
them… but they do all the WORK for you??
You’re motivated and more than capable of working
through the step-by-step courses of today.
So then what’s the problem?
Let me tell you the REAL problem …
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If you’re in a boat, and it has a hole and it’s filling
with water fast and you can’t swim … you don’t
want a complete home-study course with step by
step instructions on how to build a better boat in
the future. You want IMMEDIATE HELP on how to
PLUG THE LEAK RIGHT NOW so you DON’T DROWN.
And *that* is where this book comes in…
Because while every other website and course you
browse can give you some really cool schematics and
blueprints for building some great “boats” for the future,
you don’t have the time or the patience for that… I’m
here to help you fix the leak TODAY.
And I’m going to talk to you about what happened on
April 1, 2010 that now allows for many great ways to
create money NOW.

Make Money How-To Is Common …
But Emergency Money?
Alright if you’re REALLY new to the world of “how do I
create a bit of extra money for myself”… then maybe YOU
don’t know how common money ideas and systems are.
YOU still need to invest a bit of time searching the net,
asking questions in forums, downloading ebooks, watching videos, jumping onto highly pitched home study
course “launches”, leafing through books and joining a
few memberships.
And you’ll soon be where everyone else is: “choiceoverload”.
In fact, it’s the “I know too many damn ways to make
money” problem that feeds this cycle.
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Because the more new ways you learn to create money,
the more disappointed you become in yourself seeing as
you’re hearing the success of others but you’re not creating it yourself.
And the more confused you are at exactly which of the
many tactics to start with.
And the more pressing your “need money NOW” situation
becomes.
SUPPOSE: You MUST create $50 today, cash in
hand. OR you MUST create $300 in the next 3 days,
again… cash in hand. Not some commission check
that you “earned” but won’t be mailed to you for 6
weeks. Money right NOW.
Start brain-storming … what do you come up with?






You could borrow it from someone. High level of
guilt and it’s just a loan so not actually YOUR
money.
You could sell something from your house. I’ve
done this in my dire-straits days. Sold my CDs,
DVDs, old laptop and other dust-collecting clutter.
Hardly got anything for it but it was instant
money.
You could pick up daily paid work. Day labour is
available in likely every major city in North America (and probably in a lot of other major cities
worldwide). You go in the morning, you do the
work, you get paid that evening.

So far, all of those are pretty terrible attack plans.
Well, what else is there?


You could get a new job? It won’t pay you today.
In fact, by the time you land the job, start your
shifts and qualify for a paycheck, it could be a
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month or so away.
Land a client for one of your services as a freelancer (such as a writer, freelancer graphic artist,
freelance photographer etc etc). Landing a client
AND getting the check the same day is certainly
an option but a bit of a challenge. Are YOU setup
for this? But this indeed is one strategy and a
good one. Again though, are YOU able to sell any
of your skills and services effectively? If not, then
this is a no go for you.
Sell your own product? Whether that’s selling your
own service, your own merchandise (t-shirts, gizmos, crafts, custom built computers, whatever) or
info-products etc… that’s a great option. You close
the sale the same day, you get funds the same
day. But do you have your own products or anything you can collect cash for today ready to sell?
Broker a deal. Refer someone to a realtor or a
mortgage broker or insurance sales rep or web design company or ________ (think of professionals
in just about any industry) and you could lock in a
referral commission. BUT it’s very very unlikely
that you’d get paid that same day.
Chances are, none of those excite you.

This will…
Heard of affiliate marketing?
Well, there’s a flaw with affiliate marketing…
Whether you promote products from Amazon, CJ, Clickbank or any other affiliate offer, you always have to wait
2 weeks up to 3 months (some pay commissions quarterly!) for your earnings.
The affiliate model you’re familiar with will not help your
fast sinking boat.
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I’ll explain what a new soon-to-become overwhelmingly
popular method DOES save you from sinking AND can do
a lot more for you financially.
I have to take a minute to quickly explain “affiliate marketing” though for those not familiar with it. So if that’s
old news to you, skip ahead a few pages…

Affiliate Marketing –
Defined and How It Works
This is just a “crash summary” of affiliate marketing. If
you’re new and want a better explanation, Google search
it… loads of great free info out there.
Here’s an example...
Average Joe goes over to pretty well any major website
you’ve ever heard of… Amazon.com , Ebay and whatever
else. Any site that sells products, services, memberships
can have an affiliate program.
Whether the site sell shoes, web design services, fragrances, books, it doesn’t matter. They can and probably
do have an affiliate program.

Example of an
affiliate program
sign-up page…
DanKennedyJV.com

Average Joe applies and signs up as an affiliate.
This is typically a free, quick application.
It’s typically automatically approved (so no human even
sees it or cares to see it) and it’s typically open (ie: you
don’t have to have VIP privileges or be a customer to
take part in their affiliate program).
Those are examples of independent or “in-house” affiliate
programs.
Then there are affiliate networks or “marketplaces”.
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Commission Junction, Clickbank, Azoogle … all are variations of affiliate networks. The first is for general consumer merchandise, the second is for digital information
products, the third is for CPA (or cost-per-action) lead
gen offers.
I could list THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS of other examples. Any niche. Any business model. Got it?
Okay… so once you’ve signed up, what you get is access
to an affiliate members area. Your private account.
In that “account” you’ll find a unique affiliate ID, no different than your customer # with your phone company
for example.
This affiliate ID is given in an embedded “affiliate link”.
This is a webpage link that is CUSTOM to you (it has
YOUR affiliate referral id in it).
Your “job” then is to simply promote that webpage and
get visitors to it.
The referred visitors who then buy are tracked back to
YOUR referral through their e-commerce platforms and
you get credited with the sale.
Then based on whatever their pay-out schedule is, you’ll
receive a check in the mail or a payment via PayPal etc.
THIS part is where every affiliate program will have you
wait 2 weeks or typically 6 weeks and even up to 3
months for that payment. It’s NOT instant.
Affiliate marketing is a full-time income for many, many,
many individuals around the world.
It’s relatively simple. Risk free. Easy to get started.
The problem: it’s NOT instant income.
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You won’t see your commissions as a payment for weeks
or even months!
Remember your sinking boat? Remember how you need
that money this week?
So affiliate marketing is NOT an option for
“emergency” cash?
Right??
It WASN’T …
… Until April 1, 2010.
This next section is a bit of necessary back-ground. I’ll
talk about a software technology and what makes it
unique… THEN I can move into explaining the April 1st
changes, a new marketplace launch and various money
now opportunities that are now possible which simply
never were before.

RAP Made It Possible…
September 2007 a new software (e-commerce platform)
called RAP was released.
I was among the beta testers for that release. Last I
checked, my testimonial is still on their website.
The RAP technology made it possible to EASILY alternate
the sale of any single purchase items.
Meaning RAP isn’t a solution for multiple quantity shopping cart products.
But for single items, direct response offers and certainly
the massive business of information products… it provided a beautiful new world of options.
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Since its release, in parts of my business, I’ve consistently used RAP for the very simple setup and sales of
various offers.
What this allows me to do is 2 fold: (1) I never have to
worry about the accounting or “cutting checks” for my affiliates (more accurately, “resellers”) and (2) my affiliate partners are able to get paid INSTANTLY once
they qualified for a sale.
The RAP technology isn’t what I want to talk to you
about though… that’s something that you or a techie can
setup but it’s just software… a technology. Before I can
get to the “what changed on April 1, 2010”, I want to explain HOW the RAP affiliate concept works.
In a typical affiliate transaction, the affiliate refers a visitor, the visitor buys and the affiliate will then be credited
X% of that sale such as 40%-75% which is common for
info products or let’s say 3%-10% which is common for
physical merchandise and 10%-33% is quite common for
most services.
Regardless, whatever the terms of that particular affiliate
program are, that affiliate is immediately credited with
their “cut” of the sale. (Again, they won’t see the actual
payment from that sale for about 6 weeks but they do
get credit).
This poses the 2 problems… (1) accounting and affiliate
payment schedule headaches for the company and (2)
delayed payment for the affiliate.
With RAP, it’s a bit of a different animal.
First, the affiliate *MUST* have a free PayPal account.
That’s no big deal. These days that’s about as common
as having a cell phone or a Twitter account. If you don’t
have one, please step out from under your rock, head
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over to PayPal, take 5 minutes and setup your free PayPal
account.
That PayPal account needs to then be an upgrade Business Verified account. Again, no big deal. It’s essentially
just as simple as “flipping a switch” within your PayPal
account.
Once you’ve fought through that 5 or 10-minute bit of
pain to simply create and verify your account, you’re able
to take part in any RAP driven affiliate program.
Here’s what that looks like in terms of making money…
For RAP driven offers, instead of the affiliate getting a
percent of that sale, they instead get a percent of sales
paid to them in full, immediately.
For simple math, let’s say the product offer is $40 and
the affiliate commission is 75%. In digital info products
50-75% is quite common.
The customer refers a sale, it’s their first sale. In traditional affiliate models, the affiliate would be credited with
$30 for that sale (which they wouldn’t get for 6 weeks).
With RAP… that first sale is paid in full to the merchant.
The affiliate doesn’t get a dime.
Wow… that doesn’t sound pleasant right?
Well hold on, it’s a anti theft measure otherwise users
could just buy from their own affiliate links. So “the system” gets the first sale, all future sales are rotated based
on the commission split.
So in this example, the next 3 sales referred by that affiliate ALL get PAID IN FULL and IMMEDIATELY to the affiliate.
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Why? Because 75% split rate means 3 out of 4 sales get
paid instantly and in full directly to the affiliate.
Here’s a visual.

TRADITIONAL AFFILIATE PROGRAMS
Sale # ($40)

Merchant
Earns

Affiliate Earns Affiliate Gets
Access To
This Money

1

$10

$30

6-Weeks

2

$10

$30

6-Weeks

3

$10

$30

6-Weeks

4

$10

$30

6-Weeks

RAP Offers (Wait Until I Tell You The REST!!)
Sale # ($40)

Merchant
Earns

Affiliate
Earns

Affiliate Gets
Access To
This Money

1

$40

$0

NA

2

$0

$40

INSTANT!

3

$0

$40

INSTANT!

4

$0

$40

INSTANT!
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As an affiliate with the RAP model, not only do you actually make money immediately but you make more…
This has to do with the “speed of money”.
When you get paid instantly, you are more motivated to
keep working. This motivation drives you to create more
money.
More importantly, since you have cash-flow, you can take
care of that urgent financial-leak in your life, this reduces
stress or eliminates the need to take on extra shifts at
work (that chew up time). In short, again that “speed of
money” translates to more opportunity to create even
more money.

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …
Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.
Click Here

And MOST importantly, this same speed of money let’s
you re-invest into the promotional efforts and advertising
dollars (if you were running ads) to now create more
money.
This last part is key for affiliates and merchants to note:
if you, as the affiliate, found an advertising venue that
pays you a good profit, you’d naturally re-invest to keep
running ads there, right? Well if you have to wait 6-weeks
to get your earnings, this hurts YOUR money making
abilities and greatly hurts the merchant.
From a merchant standpoint, that last part is GORGEOUS… having affiliates receive their money right away
so they can re-invest right away is a fast way to increase
sales.
Affiliates may run Adwords ads, or buy banner promos or
any other creative advertising… but if they’re then
“forced” to wait 6+ weeks to receive their earned commissions, it brings their promotional efforts to a halt.
Even if you’re the affiliate, not the merchant, REALLY
STOP AND THINK of what I just pointed out there. It’s
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certainly not rocket science but it’s a core reason of why
what I’m about to talk to you about WILL kick off a fast
growing trend in affiliate marketing that no longer will be
“underground”… it will bring in a continually growing list
of big player info-product merchants and is already producing one of the most impressive affiliate networks out
there.
This isn’t some biz opp or “get in on the ground floor”
nonsense either… it’s an online business trend that you
can position yourself in front.
At one point, Skype was unheard of, so was Twitter, so
was Squidoo, so were blogs for that matter.
Each of them hit a “tipping point”, the masses jumped on
board and now they’re all as common as RAP Bank soon
will be …

A Virtual “Mall” of INSTANT
Income Opportunity: RAP Bank
Okay we talked about the RAP e-commerce platform and
how in-house RAP based affiliate program allow for instant commissions. Or instant sales, more accurately.
But where do you find these offers? How do you know
what’s out there?
Until April 1st, that was a problem…
I have several of my info product offers that run on RAP
systems (and, of course, I continue to add more).
But the number of merchants who have “discovered” the
efficiencies, the easier affiliate recruiting abilities, the
faster sales, the more active affiliate base advantages etc
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etc of RAP has only been a small “inner circle”… so the
offers were here and there, but not organized.
On April 1, 2010 … 2 guys launched the RAP bank …
and a very important tidal wave got kicked off.
RAPBank is basically the first (or at least the first significant) “mall” for information products that are ALL
based on the RAP technology and ALL pay instant commissions.
And the RAP bank marketplace is, in many ways, much
more advanced and setup as an advantage to both vendors and affiliates than today’s “big names” like the
Clickbank and PayDotCom marketplaces…
I’ll try to cover as many of the unique quirks and very
smart features that are EASY TO MISS at first glace. It’s
kind of like when you first heard of Twitter and you said
“big deal, it’s just a stupid little site where people post
status updates and talk about what they’re doing”. It’s
not hard to miss the “big picture” value… yet now there
are many who make VERY healthy 5-figures with Twitter
alone.
RAP Bank’s contribution to internet marketing and,
more specifically, information marketing is so important
that I recommend you stick with me so you can understand its benefits BEFORE it becomes “the norm”.

RAP Bank Killed My Own
“Money Now Genie” Affiliate Program
I’ve used RAP for years and among the circle of other
RAP merchants, there were continued discussions of the
need to have an organized RAP marketplace.
A few go-nowhere attempts came about from others, but
never took off.
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In late 2009, I decided that while there was no way that
I could tackle coordinating the development of a full RAP
product network, I’d set out to create a network of high
quality RAP based offers that had freebies to them.
This would allow an affiliate to promote any one of the
many free offers from a growing inventory, and earn
from the sales of various special offers that were introduced to the prospects.
The affiliate would pick an item to give away (ie: a freebie) and, in return, get paid (ie: receive instant sales)
from those special offers.
While I had no particular passion to actually develop this
as I had plenty of projects already on the go, I really felt
it was needed.
So I set a launch for early 2010 and opened the doors
with 4 of my own freebies first… and had plans to then
expand the concept from there by bringing in other equity-partnered publishers.
I even had a SLICK promo video developed for it… the
soundtrack alone is kick as and the video guys did a
great job turning it into an attention grabbing promo vid.
You can watch it on my YouTube channel

My “slick” video was
developed by the
guys at SLICK Media. If you want
something sharp
like that developed
for you… check
them out at: SlickMediaPro.net … tell
them Rob Toth referred you
And for a full list of
other software, resources, tools, service providers that I
use in my business… opt-in at
RobToth.com and
I’ll send you the
Genie Advantage
Resources list.
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I recommend you watch the video. Because much of what
my own promo promised, is also available in RAP bank.
Of course, the contests etc aren’t. And RAP bank is so so
so SO much further ahead of anything that my Money
Now Genie set out to be.
I invested roughly $3000 into the graphics, webpages,
site setup, RAP product installation changes, promo
video, banners ...AND countless hours to launch my
Money Now Genie. It wasn’t a major under-taking but it
definitely wasn’t aimed to be just a quick side project.
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But because of what RAP bank offers its users, there’s
absolutely no reason for me to even try to follow through
with those original plans.
Pretty cool concept though, isn’t it… giving away top
quality freebies as an affiliate and receiving instant payments for it?
Well… like I said, RAP Bank does all that and more…
Check out their FREE Category.
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The motivator for me setting out to build Money Now Genie was based on my several years of running RAP based
promotions and seeing how quickly I was getting affiliates
on board and PROMOTING my offers. Affiliates wanted
the instant commissions. They needed emergency money
NOW… not a promised commission check 6 weeks from
now.

Recruiting From the Affiliate Water Cooler
Affiliate marketing is one of the greatest opportunities the
net provides: regular individuals get a chance to earn
commissions just for driving visitors to a webpage and
merchants enjoy unbelievable leverage and growth when
they implement a strong affiliate program.
So … needless to say... bringing together the best converting offers from top-shelf merchants with a pool of affiliates is a win-win equation all round.
And there’s no better place to “advertise” your program’s
affiliate opportunity than in a marketplace that has an exponentially fast growing affiliate base; affiliates who are
eagerly and actively SEARCHING for the right offer to promote.
That’s also why RAP Bank is so important. Until now,
merchants like myself (and a very small group of others)
had a fairly easy time bringing in active affiliates to our offers… but it was tougher work to get the word out about
our new offers. Now, it’s more or less a matter of plugging
it into the marketplace.
As this all grows, the natural result is you’ll have an increasing collection of high quality offers coming into RAP
bank and high quality super affiliates looking to cash in.
How are YOU going to capitalize on all this?
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I’ll give you plenty of ideas and models but first… let’s
dive in and let me walk you through just *some* of what
RAP bank offers.
We’ll start right at step 1: registering your RAP bank free
account ...

RAP Bank: Getting Started

That screenshot was taken on their launch day.
They had a bit of pre-launch buzz, but on opening day
the system had 2500+ registered affiliates.
Over the coming months, as the gestation period of this
new concept occurs among affiliates and vendors… you’ll
see this number start to hit exponential growth (or,
“critical mass” or “tipping point” depending on which label
you prefer) as it grows towards 100,000+.
Create YOUR free account. Regardless of whether
you’re the affiliate or a vendor, the initial steps are the
same. Visit RAP bank and find this section…
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You’ll then end up at a page that looks like this:

Very simple process. Select a username for your account… this is the username you’ll be listed with in the
marketplace.
No need to get fancy using clever nicknames. For example, with Clickbank if I were to setup a username as
“robtoth” (which my old CB account still has) then all of
my affiliate links would have “robtoth” in the hoplink,
making it very obvious that it’s an affiliate link. Not a
good thing.
Similarly when promoting
RAP products directly, (prior
to RAP Bank), savvy affiliates often chose usernames
like “special” or “vipoffer”
etc. It’s not necessary on
RAP Bank as the links will
be based on your member
#.
Okay, create your account
… click Register and then
you’ll see this screen:
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Now head over to your inbox to find your welcome email
and password:

SPECIAL NOTE: If you’re a Yahoo user, there’s a good
chance the email may arrive in your Spam box or be
blocked altogether. Yahoo has by far the most aggressive
email filter out of all the major free email services and
though you’d never know, a lot of legitimate email gets
blocked entirely (it never even makes it to your spam).
That’s not a personal opinion. I’ve generated over 10,000
sales online and have numerous friends who have done a
hell of a lot more… and in everyone’s case, the most
common “I didn’t receive that email”, “I never heard
back from you”, “I didn’t get my download link”, “my invoice never arrived”, “my affiliate login details were
never sent” etc… 95% of such support tickets and complaints are from Yahoo users.
If you want to have your Yahoo account because it’s nostalgic and your friends all know that’s how to reach you…
great. But for your business communications including
your affiliate account registrations and for your purchases … I recommend getting a Gmail account. Which is
the OPPOSITE of Yahoo as they have the most intelligent
and most effective spam filter.
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Long story shorter… if you’re a Yahoo user, check your
Spam box in case that’s where your RAP bank welcome
email is.
Click the login
link from that
email and arrive
at this page…
Bookmark that
page.

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …
Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.
Click Here

Here’s what you see when you first log in…
If you’ve used WordPress before, this looks very familiar.
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TIP: If you need more instruction or help with any of this,
RAP Bank has their own getting started videos (click
here)...

You can get a LOT of help from those videos… but for now
I’ll quickly walk you through getting setup.
After you’ve logged in, the parts you care about are in
the left hand menu.
From bottom to top...
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RAP Bank Points: This is cool. RAP bank rewards you for
your participation… commenting on products in the marketplace (such as leaving your review or testimonial
about a product), adding products to the marketplace, referring others to RAP bank, browsing the site etc … you
get rewarded with “points”.
I’m in touch with the developers of RAP Bank so I know
that there will be continued perks and benefits to top
point earners … but I can’t reveal any of that to you. ;-)
For now, just know that the activities you’d be doing anyways also turn into point-related benefits.
This should also be an incentive to make sure you leave
product reviews, feedback and testimonials on any of the
products in the marketplace and to revisit the site more
frequently (as that all scores you points).
Setup your RAPBank account now and you also get 100
points right away.
Profile: Self-explanatory. Take a minute to set this up.
Posts: Then, the “Posts” is where you’d list your products
(if you have any).
Getting Started: But the “Getting Started” is where you
want to get to… click that link and you’ll see this:
Get Paid! Where do we send your Instant Commissions?
* get this taken care of. You do need a free business verified PayPal account first from PayPal.com.
Find products you'd like to promote!
* before you head over to the marketplace, work through
the other points. I’ll guide you through the marketplace.
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Track and/or Submit your RAP products with our
Addon -- this is for merchants only.
* Do you have information products? If you have ANY information product (digital or physical), you need to be in
this marketplace. Even if you’re already listed in CB, PDC
or have an in-house affiliate program… siphon affiliates
and gain dirt cheap exposure by being included in here...
I’ll cover the reasons in a bit. You WILL need RAP first.
The entire setup process can be outsourced … I lend out
my tech guys for this. Click here for details.

Upgrade to VendorPlus and Receive Much More! –
WHAT’s THIS?
* VendorPlus is the account level you want. Here’s
why...
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RAP Bank … VendorPlus Upgrade (a free
account vs. VendorPlus account is like
night and day)...
You can upgrade your account from free to the proper
VendorPlus level by clicking here.
Or read ahead and find out why you want to be at a VP
(VendorPlus) level…

I’m going to be talking about actual income models
and full blown businesses that are now possible
because of RAP Bank. Nearly all of them will need a
VP level to really profit big.
More on that in a bit. First, here are the general benefits
of a VP account:
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VendorPlus Benefit to Merchants Only
With a free account, you can still add a product to
the marketplace but in a sea of products,
(especially since most users don’t understand investment value so they’ll want to stick with Free accounts)… the easy way to maximize your exposure and
therefore sales AND affiliate recruiting is by having a picture with your product. Only VP accounts can have pictures with their product listings.
VP merchants also get their products into the Featured Listings rotation. Free site wide exposure for
your offer. Since this network is home to thousands
of affiliates, the sales you gain from just ONE extra affiliate that you attract could cover your VP overhead for the
entire year. This site-wide advertising is not available to
free accounts.
You get listed in the reports. The Reports are actually another benefit to VP upgraded users. It shows
more detailed stats about the newest products, the
most clicked, most commented on etc products.

VP Benefits to Merchants and Affiliates
For all the reasons I’ve talked about and, even
more so after I go through the instant income models… affiliates and merchants WILL keep joining
RAPBank. If you refer them to this marketplace, with a
free account you gain 25% of the referred members …
with a VP account, you double your money right away
and get 50%.
One of the instant income and monetization models
uses the really cool RAP Bank WP plug-in. It’s a
great way to pull instant payments from your WP
blog. The plug-in pays out a LOT more for VP users
(more on that later!).
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Access to discount coupons. A growing list of offers
listed in the marketplace have exclusive discount
coupons. Here’s an example of 2 of mine …

This means …
1) A VP level can get discounted pricing on various offers that they want to purchase for themselves.
2) But MUCH MORE IMPORTANTLY, a VendorPlus level
affiliate can use this as a *fantastic* advantage to
close more sales.
Think about it… a free RAPBank user promotes a
product at full, regular price. While a VP affiliate
promotes it but gives you special 25% off coupon.
Which affiliate will YOU buy from?
Not to mention simply being able to offer discounted pricing to your blog readers, email subscribers, twitter followers is very appreciated by your audience. It’s like knowing the bouncers at a nightclub and being able to get
your friends in without line-up or cover…
One of my listed offers is the
7 Day “Genie In Your Inbox”
Email Access Certificate. Long
story shorter, not everyone
needs (or can afford) the full
strategy sessions I offer at
RobToth.com so I created
these 7-day coaching by email
certificates and it’s been
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working out really great.
Within the RAP Bank discount coupons page, I have a
private $75-OFF coupon listed for this certificate. And
that’s just ONE product in that discount coupons
list. It gives you, the VendorPlus level affiliate a
chance to give your subscribers $75 off an already valuable offer and earn $100-paid immediately to you per
qualifying sale.
This benefit alone is a reason to quickly think of the VendorPlus upgrade as a “utility” overhead cost. If you plan
to take part in these instant payments to create cash-flow
for your income goals, then treat this as an essential cost
… just like a hosting account or autoresponder or business phone line etc.
Build your own “corner office”. This is *PERFECT*
for beginners (though great for anyone). I talk
abut this in the income models section a bit later.
Basically it’s your profile page … as a RAP Bank VendorPlus upgraded account user, you can add in your own
products, a profile picture of yourself, your Twitter and
Facebook info, build a list of your “favourites”, your
“Have It” and your “Wishlist” and more… then just promote this page and it becomes a ready made cash-flow
website for you.
It has your twitter/facebook details to automatically build
your followers and friends lists. It has your favourites,
wish list and have it lists to generate sales.
But the beautiful part is by promoting even just your
“corner office”, you have cookied your referral for the entire marketplace!! So if your referred visitor now browses
the marketplace and buys a different offer, you benefit
there too. In fact, if your referred visitor then decides to
setup an account at RAP Bank and later upgrades to a
VendorPlus level… you earn there too.
Beginners! Don’t have a website? Well now you do. :-)
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Equity partner advantages is a sweet sweet business model you can only take advantage of as a
VendorPlus member. I explain it a bit later. But in
short, it gives you a chance to create great joint ventures
with established product owners and earn terrific residual
payments as an equity partner.
This is a very lucrative model… for simple math consider
this: you setup 50/50 equity partnership with a merchant. And the offer you guys list on RAP Bank pays affiliates 50% … this means YOU get 25% of all the sales that
product gets.
Well, if it’s a newly launched product, or a popular product or maybe one that you land a great affiliate for… you
could be seeing 400+ sales. Possibly even 4000+. You’d
get 100 of those sales paid to you (or 1000 in the second
example).
More on all this later but the built-in equity feature is
incredibly smart. Look for other marketplaces to
steal… errr… adapt this same feature once their programmers figure out how to code it into the system.
Click the link below for a full list of features and a comparison of free vs. VendorPlus . But I’m telling you, this is
the cheapest “business in a box” opportunity and the only
one that will pay you INSTANTLY to your account for all
qualifying sales. Without exaggeration, there is NOTHING
out there like what a VendorPlus account holder gets to
enjoy…
For the full features list, click here.
If you haven’t already done so, create your free account
here … and then upgrade to VendorPlus here …
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Now, let’s go to the marketplace.
I’ll just give you a bit of my walk-through so you know
what you’re looking at when you first visit the marketplace. But, again, RAP Bank has their own detailed video
walk-throughs here.
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http://www.youtube.com/user/RobTothDotCom

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …
Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.
Click Here

At my YouTube page, use the video menu on the right
and scroll through to the RAP Bank videos. Each is short.
OR, of course, just watch RAP Bank’s official vids… but
get comfortable with “where the money is” by understanding the various features and functions of this instant
payment marketplace.

A Quick Look At Who Can Benefit Big
From RAP Bank
“Newbies” who just want a simple way to earn emergency cash. There’s nothing better. For emergency
cash, there’s nothing else, period. As we talked about
earlier… this instant-payment affiliate model is the most
realistic and most dependable quick cash-flow opportunity.
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A job certainly doesn’t pay you emergency money; A
MLM won’t; A old-model affiliate program won’t. Other
than selling your own products, this is your best bet for
money NOW.
Not to mention, with an upgraded VendorPlus account,
you can have your own webpage (the “corner office”)
setup and have an entire mall worth of instant payment
products at your hand to promote.
There is a company that sells online stores for $3900 and
$6300 and, essentially, all that the buyer is provided with
is a replica website with a few bells and whistles. I’ve
known several people dump money at this. That’s insane!
You could be profiting on RAP Bank as a Vendor Plus
member for 10+ years and still not have $6300 in fees.
I’m a VERY big fan of providing affiliates with an opportunity at instant payments. And my active affiliate base certainly welcomes it… but to now have a full, growing, advanced marketplace of instant payment offers is really a
fantastic chance for beginners to build instant cashflow.
Affiliates. Trust me, it doesn’t take much for a savvy
affiliate to realize “hmm… I can get my ad money
back to me TODAY rather than waiting weeks which
allows me to either take care of my emergency bills and
costs OR re-invest into the same promotion that made
me the money in the first place and quickly snowball it all
into more.”
If you’re already an affiliate marketer, particularly if
you’re promoting info-products … RAP Bank with a VP upgrade will be a welcomed addition to your affiliate income
streams.
MLMers … Network marketers are often short on
money to be able to afford trainings, prospecting
tools, products, let alone advertising. This is because
most MLMers are entirely new to business and just get-
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ting started. This certainly doesn’t replace their MLM residual-income focus but it gives them another way to create cashflow (vs. just picking up more hours at work or
getting a second job).
Merchants: especially digital marketplace merchants
like ClickBank, PayDotCom, 7DollarOffers. CB in particular.
Many Clickbank merchants don’t do the math on
how much money they are handing to CB each
month. CB takes a 7.5% fee + $1 for each product sold.
Let’s average that to $7 per product sold… sell just 10
copies in a week and that’s $70 being paid to CB for ONE
WEEK... and that is a fairly inactive offer. Sell 100+ per
month and your month’s CB bill is $700.
I have friends who, on launch, sell 4000+ copies
($28,000 in fees paid to CB) and others who sell
300+ per month of their niche info products ($2100
per month in CB fees, money being thrown out the
window).
But if you ask most CB merchants, they’ll say “oh, there’s
no monthly fees to selling on CB”. No, there’s no monthly
fees to having a dormant dead product on CB! But if you
actually plan to sell (that’s the whole point, right!?) then
there DEFINITELY are MAJOR costs.
Not to mention there aren’t the built in social proof features that RAP Bank offers (ie: having your customers
post reviews and opinions on your product) and there
aren’t the instant commission opportunities which typically result in more excited and more active affiliates. A
massive, massive shift will soon occur. Especially since
RAP bank doesn’t have a forced ceiling on the ticket
prices of their products (ie: some of the offers on here
are $397).
Many will simply clone/replicate their current offers onto

Are you in network
marketing? I quit
that business
model many years
ago to pursue other
interests but I did
get started with
and replace my job
income with network marketing,
initially.
Not long ago, I figured I might as well
write a report and
cover as many of
the exact steps that
I took in the 4
months (from getting started to quitting my job). The
report is free. If
you’d like to read
it, click here.
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RAP Bank, others will exclusively launch via RAP Bank.
NOTE FOR MERCHANTS: No need to try to understand the
RAP platform, the various add-ons etc. I’m making RAP
professional installers available. I’ve been with RAP since
Sept 2007 and have helped with feature requests and input… but my offers get setup any one of my professional
tech guys. If you want to use them instead, click here for
details.
Information marketing is a big
part of the “easy entry” profits
that the internet has made
available.
But unless you’re ready to
work through actually building
an info product line, websites,
marketing tools and all the
various pieces of a full infoproduct business… RAP Bank
provides the best way to take
advantage of the continued
growth of “Webucation” and
info courses.
To hear what 72 top authorities of
info-marketing (the guys and gals
who make healthy 6, 7 and 8 figures) had to say about the future
trends predictions for information
marketing, click here and then
download my free series recap
audio.
Now…
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Let’s just dive into the various Money NOW instant
payment models RAP Bank allows for. THIS is
probably what you came to hear about...
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Instant Payment / Money NOW
Income Models Made Possible by
RAP Bank’s Marketplace
Money NOW #1 — Your “Corner Office”
This one is my favourite because I think so many beginners… confused, frustrated, folks who just want to develop extra income but don’t want to have figure out setting up sites, merchant accounts, hosting, FTP, etc can
setup a “corner office”.
Here’s an example of my own corner office (aka. “vendor
page”).
Of course, I have
my own products
listed here too…
visit the site to see
what it looks like
then I’ll explain the
rest…
You’ll find that I included a short bio
about me, my profile photo, my facebook + twitter
links.
If you don’t have
your own products
to list on the site,
that’s fine, it’s not
required.
But you get a page on the marketplace, with your profile
photo, your bio, your Twitter link and Facebook links (to
build friends/followers) … AND you can create your lists
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for each of these:
View my:

Favorites "Gotta Have 'Em" • Wish List • "Got it!" List

That alone is very useful as you now have a mini website,
ready for you to promote. Just buy a domain name for $8
and redirect it to your unique “corner office”.
Here’s the really sweet part… every visitor you refer to
your corner office page is ALSO cookied for the ENTIRE
marketplace.
So even if you simply promote YOUR page (again, you
should get a domain and redirect it to that vendor page)…
you could earn instant commissions from any of their
purchases as they browse the site.
This is something all beginners should do. It’s just
too simple and to easy to promote.
Create an account, setup your profile properly with a bit
of info about you and maybe references of your other
websites, put in your twitter/facebook info, build your favourites, wish list and got it lists and buy a domain that
you can then easily forward to this page.

Money NOW #2 — Promote ANY Category,
Any Keyword Results Page, Any Vendor
OR *ANY* Page And Earn For Any Purchases Your Visitor Makes
This is another big advantage above CB’s marketplace.
On RAP Bank, you can promote any of the pages on the
site and have your visitor cookied for the entire marketplace.
This ties into what I was talking about in the first money-
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now tip…
You could promote any vendor’s page, or your own corner office page or any of the categories yet that visitor is
cookied for any purchases they make through the site.
RAP Bank has this great, dummy-proof function. You’ll
find this in the top-right corner of all the pages in the
marketplace (once you have a setup account)…

Check out that “promote this page with your id” link. So
what can you do with this to generate instant-payments?
How about interviewing or reviewing a handful of vendors. And when you reference the vendor, you link back
to their vendor page that lists ALL of their products.
So if your favourite info-publisher is on RAP Bank (the
savvy ones who hear of this all will be), you could do a
series of review articles or blog posts or review emails
about that vendor, mention their various products and
then send your referrals to their vendor page. ANY purchase your referral makes through that vendor’s page,
you can qualify for instant-commissions for.
And, as I already mentioned, if they browse the marketplace and buy from any other vendor, you still benefit.
OR… create a niche blog or Squidoo lens on a niche topic
such as “Dating/Relationships” or “Betting” or “Home and
Garden” and then just link back to the Category page. As
RAP Bank grows, you’ll find more and more categories on
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here. (HINT TO PUBLISHERS: If your niche isn’t a category on RAP bank yet, or it’s low competition, you have a
great opp to dominate. Create a RAP Bank VendorPlus account and if you need help cloning/replicating your offer,
I’ve got tech guys that can do it for you).
Your referral will see a list of different offers that are perfectly relevant to them.
Any/all purchases they make, you benefit from.
The number of ways to use this “promote any targeted
page” function is limitless.

Money NOW #3 — Become A VendorPlus
Merchant on RAP Bank
I get hired a lot for all things affiliate programs… but primarily, the client or prospective client wants help on how
to recruit affiliates.
In fact, I get a LOT of so-called “joint venture” pitches
where publishers offer a misguided 10% of the sales that
any affiliates I recruit generate.
First, here’s a general tip for any merchants reading this:
that offer is ridiculous. ;-) Why would anyone capable
of recruiting affiliates and motivating them into action do
it for YOUR project for a whopping 10% of sales from
their affiliate base? That tight-wad mindset won’t get you
far. Take very good care of anyone who brings you sales
and distribution… and that, of course, ties into your general affiliate base as well. So this is a reminder to offer
competitive commissions and other perks to your active,
loyal affiliates ESPECIALLY if you’re working in an oversatured hyper-competitive marketspace where your offer
is a dime a dozen.
Back to the Money NOW tip. One of the smartest ways to
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attract affiliates is to have your products listed in marketplaces where affiliates “hang out”.
Logical enough, right?
If you want affiliates, make sure you’re listed where affiliates are looking!
Treat this as any other advertising expense. It DOES
make sense to be listed in Clickbank, PayDotCom and any
other worthwhile networks because of this exact reason.
However, with the new introduction, hot buzz, fast
growth and instant payments of RAP Bank, you definitely want to have your product listed here especially
before everyone and their neighbour’s dog gets their offers into this marketplace.
Again, treat it as advertising. Setup your VendorPlus account, bring your offers (or launch your new products),
via RAPbank, and you’ll get featured product exposure,
you’ll be indexed based on category and keywords and
you can enjoy the traffic that naturally flows to the marketplace from affiliates who want to cookie their referrals
for the entire marketplace (see my previous Money NOW
tips on why they’d logically want to do this) AND you enjoy access to the fast growing affiliate base the site has …
who are actively looking for quality, high conversion instant-payment options.
If you thought CB affiliates can pull in sales for you… wait
until you see what instant-payment affiliates can produce. They are a lot more active and a lot more motivated. Naturally so… they don’t have to wait 6 weeks for
their earnings.
And, in niches like IM niche, most savvy affiliates know
that they lose roughly 25% of their CB commissions to
commission theft. So given the same offer, on CB vs RAPBank, you can naturally expect to find more *ACTIVE* affiliates via RAPBank.
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So if you’re a merchant elsewhere or you’ve wanted to
start selling your own info-products… this is a great
Money NOW opp.

Money NOW #4 — Equity Sharing. A True,
Very Smart and Potentially VERY Lucrative JV Proposition
If I had the ability to jump on any more opportunities, I’d
be all over this one. And this is something anyone can
coordinate and setup.
The proposal you make to the potential Joint Venture equity partner is quite attractive and a win-win to both parties.

(Still Available)
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So here’s how it works…
Imagine there’s an info product right now that is already
live, setup and generating sales. It doesn’t matter if they
are selling with an in-house affiliate program or if they
are listed on a major marketplace like Clickbank or PayDotCom …
Their niche also doesn’t matter. It could be horse training, speed reading, swimming techniques, learning Spanish, internet marketing, forex … doesn’t matter.
All that you need is a merchant who has their info product developed, graphics done, salespage and all websites
live AND is currently already making sales *BUT* isn’t
yet on RAPBank.
You’d need to have your own RAP Bank VendorPlus
“corner office” setup (get a domain pointed to this). For
this Equity Sharing tip, you MUST have a VP account.
Sorry, the biggest bucks and best perks go to paid members. That’s just how it works.
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You contact the publisher with a proposal to clone/
replicate their current offer onto RAP Bank. You give
them a quick summary of what I just explained to you in
this report (or you send them your branded copy of this
report so they can find out all the benefits for themselves).
They might well agree that they SHOULD be on RAP Bank
but to make the time, change gears and actually make
the move, many simply will never get around to it.
That’s where you come in.
… Someone who is already experienced with RAP Bank
and already setup on RAP bank.
… Someone who has access to the “techies” that can do
all the page setup, RAP install, RAP setup etc (you simply
pay their fees but they can take care of the transition).
You’d setup the product on RAP Bank on behalf of your JV
partner with an equity-sharing plan (easy to do via RAP
bank). Here are EXAMPLE numbers of what that can
mean:
Suppose you and the JV merchant agreed to a 75%/25%
of net sales split (you get 25% for taking care of all the
aspects of replicating their current offer onto RAPBank) …
And suppose the offer you setup pays 60% to the affiliates.
This means for every 10 sales generated, affiliates get 6
(60%)… leaving you and the JVed merchant with 40% to
split. In this example, they get 3 (75%) of those 4 remaining sales and you get 1 (25%).
As that offer gets either bought by the growing numbers
of visitors on RAPbank or sold through the marketing of
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the growing number of affiliates on RAPbank … the sales
come in. Suppose it sells for $50 (easy math). Over a
year, 500 copies of that product get sold by RAPBank affiliates or bought by RAP Bank random visitors… 50 of
those sales are paid to you instantly ($2500 in this hypothetical but very realistic example).
Now suppose the deal was instead 50%/50% . Remember this is a marketplace they’d be making NO SALES
from if it wasn’t for your willingness to handle all the details and the “transition”. So without you, they’d be getting 100% of $0. WITH YOU, they still get 50% of ____ .
Okay, well with the new example… affiliates still get their
6 out of 10 sales paid instantly to them (assuming the
same 60% commission rate), but now you get and the JV
merchant each get 2 sales.
Consider this…
It took you very little hands on time to make any of this
happen. You drafted a good proposal to the merchant.
You “pitched” them on why they should get their product
listed on RAP Bank (or, again, you made your life simple
and you just gave them a branded copy of this report)….
You then hired the tech guys to do all the setup work for
you.
All of a sudden, YOU have a product on RAPBank
that you didn’t create or write salescopy for or do
ANYTHING for. And if you did your homework well, then
you picked a product that has a niche/category that’s
hardly represented on RAPbank meaning your new equity
-shared product dominates OR you picked a proven brand
or proven product.
Suppose that product generates just 10 sales per week.
That’s 520 per year approx. If you take 50/50 from net
sales, you get approx 104 sales paid, in-full, to you. If
that product was a $49 product, that’s $5096.
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These are all example numbers. Everything in the above
is variable. The equity-sharing split you negotiate could
be different, the affiliate commission cut could be different, the sales volume can definitely be different, the
product price can be different… so feel free to insert your
own numbers.
But those are common and entirely realistic figures.
The point? You didn’t create the product. You didn’t write
the sales pitch. You didn’t do ANYTHING really other than
offer to bring a proven product or a product you figure
will be a good performer into RAP Bank. Even the tech
setup was outsourced. Yet you walk with $5k+ per year
(based on the above example) from that one deal.
Let me point out that I have products that I’ve sold 7000
copies of in a year (not 520) and I have friends who have
done that volume in MONTHS.
There are certainly very popular products that have sold
10,000 or 20,000+ in a year.
And also keep in mind that in true win-win-win fashion…
the JVed merchant you setup the deal with ALSO makes
that extra $5k or $50k etc in the year. Money they would
not have seen because they likely never would have
made the time to get around to cloning/replicating their
offer to the RAP bank marketplace.
Do you see the real numbers here? Because my $5k was,
in my opinion, conservative.
It’s kind like signing a top star athlete for your team or
signing a new super group for your record label or a new
all-star author to your publishing house.. Meaning if you
find just ONE product that’s a home run and the growing
RAP Bank affiliates take off with it… you’re walking with a
hell of a lot more than $5k for it. And that’s just ONE deal
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that took you VERY LITTLE time on your part to coordinate.
Don’t under-estimate this opp. It’s a sweet, sweet deal.
The equity-sharing function allows for this.
(I’m seriously thinking of bringing on board a salaried
employee or two and attack a couple of niches for this
same equity sharing model. So I just gave you a big
Money NOW opp that I myself will very likely setup a
system for and take part in.)

Money NOW #5 — License a Proven
Product and List It In RAP Bank
I wasn’t going to mention this as there’s an up-front cost
(though you could negotiate it otherwise), but let’s
quickly cover it since I touched upon it in the previous
point.
Similar to the equity-sharing opp, you connect with a
merchant who doesn’t have their product listed on RAP
Bank yet and you setup an exclusive license deal to sell
exclusively on RAP bank.
They get a one-time flat fee and you now have a product
to sell.
Licensing is, by no means, new. So nothing really new
here but I wanted to highlight it seeing as it’s a great
way to become a merchant and take advantage of RAP
bank. And often a merchant may License a product for
$500 to $2000. Depends on the product and the merchant but that’s fairly common.
If that’s the case, you certainly come out more profitable
by not having to equity-share with them.
But, again, you need an up front investment for this so it
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probably doesn’t fit your Money NOW needs.

Money NOW #6 — Traffic to Review Page
to Product (With a Twist)
This is a basic advertising model.
Different “gurus” and expert products have given this
same, age-old model all sorts of fancy terms.
In the how-to-make-money with Clickbank world (for example), there are a ridiculous number of info-products
that are sold on Clickbank (go figure!) that teach a variation of this.
Most popular is the “Google Adwords to Review Page
With Negative Hook to Product Page” (and possibly with
an intermediary lead capture). Let me explain that a little
more and then I’ll tell you some variations…
Basically under that all-too-common model, you would
pick a select product from the Clickbank marketplace,
you’d then create a “review page” for it, your review
would start with a negative hook such as “don’t buy XYZ,
here’s why” but it’s just a gimmick to catch the reader’s
attention and achieve higher click-throughs in your advertising and then you’d run Adwords campaigns to push
your review pages.
This is done for many reasons. It gets around some Adwords rules (of only allowing one affiliate / domain per
ad group), it gives you high clickthroughs for gimmicky
ads like “XYZ Scammed Me” or “Is XYZ Any Good? Read
this first” or “the XYZ Rip-Off” etc … you get the point.
A potential buyer of that XYZ product would naturally
click your ad to find out what you have to say. They end
up at your review page (a simple website, with basically
a keyword rich “article” that’s written with some clever
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salescopy). Your review first hooks the reader with the
negative angle of it, but at the end of it reveals that you
actually endorse the product.
When they click through to find out more about the product (or when they go to exit etc), they are cookied for
the offer, they end up on the product pitch page (again,
typically a Clickbank based offer), the user buys and the
affiliate will receive a commission in roughly 6 weeks.
There’s a lot of intelligence to that model and all the
variations of it. It has been around probably as long as
direct marketing. It’s smart and it works.
BUT… let’s get *SMARTER*.
First, why wait 6 weeks for your commissions to come
back to you? If you ran a promotion like that and it was
kicking off good ROI (return on investment) so you’re
making money… would you want to wait 6 weeks to get
your commission check to be able to repeat it?
(And as a merchant, would YOU want YOUR affiliates to
have to wait that long before they can drive more sales
for you)?
With RAP bank, your earned commissions are paid instantly to you.
In addition, with CB (for example), if you promote a
product, you only cookie your referral for that product.
But instead you could write a review about a vendor, a
niche topic etc or even a single product but drive them to
the pitch page through RAP bank’s pages… which means
you cookied your visitor for EVERYTHING in the marketplace giving you a lot more earning potential.
;-)
Oh you have no idea how cool this all gets. It’s tidal
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wave, new trend starting stuff. Pioneers and visionaries,
get your creativity hats on because there’s big money
here.
Now… for all you uber smart marketers, if you’re thinking
“hmm… cookie stuffing opportunity”, yes certainly that’s
an option too. One that’ s frowned up in the affiliate marketing community but is a very very real part of that
world. You could indeed cookie stuff to “cookie” your referral for all of RAP Bank yet still drive them directly to
the product’s sales page.
And, I hope this next note is ONLY news for the extreme
beginners… but you certainly should be implementing
lead captures into this sales funnel so you build an inhouse leads list too.
What could you possibly set up as an autoresponder for
these in-house leads list you’ve created? How about other
related offers that are all instant-commission products
from RAP Bank … now you have residual money NOW
payments coming.
Let’s expand…
The above example focused on Google Adwords because
it was the cool kid on the block for moons. But the point
is “traffic”. Whether you drive that traffic via Adwords or
any of a million and 1 other ways, will be up to you.
TIP: Need advice on “how to get visitors to your webpage”? I have a traffic course that I used to sell for $47
but since it’s about 2 years old now,
I give it away for free. Trust me
though, you’ll find OODLES of ways
and techniques to drive MILLIONS of visitors to any offer.
Either way, it’s 100% free … download it from here.
Back to my point…
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You don’t have to stick with Adwords and you certainly
don’t even need to stick with pay per click.
You also don’t have to use a “negative hook” in your ads.
But the rest is something you shouldn’t change to much.
Meaning, you SHOULD promote a “review” page instead
of the product directly (that statement isn’t ALWAYS true
but with info products, it’s a very good rule of thumb).
The money NOW opp is simply this: find a product in the
RAP Bank marketplace (or a category or a vendor), create a simple review page about it and upload it. You can
do this via a simple blog if you have to. Your page should
have at least an incentive driven optional opt-in. And
start running advertising.
You should be tracking your results though. How much
did you spend vs. how many visitors did you get vs. how
many sales did you make.
If you’re turning good profit, keep going and expanding.
There’s too much in the above to properly cover here for
you and for experienced users, this is old news. But I laid
out the general model, you should be able to piece the
rest together.

Money NOW #7 — Opt-in + Autoresponder Residual Instant-Payments
This part you SHOULD read. Even if you’re experienced.
Statistically speaking, chances are, you’re doing a piss
poor job with your email marketing when it comes to affiliate promotions.
I know this because I have an account setup precisely to
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“spy” on the email marketing of most top marketers and I
see how most of my own affiliates approach their email
promotional efforts.
And usually it’s pathetically ineffective.
What you need here is a no-brainer great incentive freebie that someone has to opt-in for. (In the “internet marketing”, “business opportunity” market, I’m making this
exact report available… you can rebrand it, use the precreated squeeze page as is or modify it if you wish and
generate your own opt-ins that way.)
You’ll still drive traffic to the opt-in from any of the many
advertising sources.
Once you have the lead in your emailing service, you can
setup a series of autoresponder messages… you should
include content, certainly, but mostly you’ll be doing
“reviews” by email.
Similar concept as with the email on a webpage/blog in
the previous tip, except now you do a review and softpitch for a product or vendor page using email.
BUT, be smart here, sending just ONE review or ONE
pitch for an offer isn’t nearly enough to really plant the
seed for your reader and get them to click through and
buy.
You must do a series of these. So maybe a content piece
and a strong review article and 2 shorter pushes… but all
3-5 messages should focus on that one product or one
vendor page.
Your conversions will be alarmingly higher than by doing
what the amateur affiliate does: shotgun single promo for
an offer, then next day another single promo for a different offer.
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Got it?
But with the above model… you can build a series of 3-5
messages, short product review type messages, some
content or tips based around that same product or tip
and all of them will have a soft sell for that product.
I can’t cover copywriting or email marketing in full in this
course, but that’s your model.
Then you leave a few days off in your autoresponder and
you add in a different 3-5 messages for a different instant
payment product.
Repeat. And each month sit down to pick a new offer and
write these 3-5 new messages. Over the year, you’ll build
up a long autoresponder sequence that can make you
passive money … all of which is paid INSTANTLY to your
free PayPal account.
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So go browse the RAP Bank marketplace and be sure to
check back often for quality offers.
If you need help on any of this,
there are so many short-cuts and
intelligent ways to get ANY of these
money NOW tips setup quicker but
I simply can’t make this into a 500page booklet. Feel free to research
it or just grab one of those 7-Day
Email Access certificates I sell and
you’ll have access to me via email.
NOTE: If you do want one of those certificates though,
VendorPlus members of RAP Bank actually get access to a
$75-off coupon. Once you have a VP account, you’ll find
this listed in the Discount Coupons section. So that’s obviously a great way to save yourself a few bucks.
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Money NOW #8 — (“Corner Office”) +
Twitter + RAPBank
If you don’t want to deal with email autoresponders, then
just use Twitter.
Here’s a different twist on what I’ve been talking about…
You should have a VP upgraded account but it’s not necessary.
If you do have a VP (VendorPlus) account, setup your
Corner Office as it’s a great place to invite others to and
encourage them to follow you on Twitter.
There is a LOT of information and a lot of tools on how to
build a strong followers list on Twitter. I won’t cover
those here.
Each week, let’s say each Monday, sit down and look
through RAP Bank. Look at new products especially in the
niche that you’re known in. Look at movers and shakers.
Look at what’s converting the best. (The “Reports” that
VP members get will help on this). Pick 3-4 products that
you’ll talk about that week.
With your Twitter messages, you do NOT have to just do
the lazy affiliate marketing of “pitching” that product… instead point out something unique about it.
Sample Tweets that don’t “pitch”:
This is some smart salescopy. I like how they wrote this:
________
Wow, good looking graphics on this offer. I’m adding it to
my swap file: _____________
I’m thinking of buying this new software. ________ do
you already have it? Thoughts?
Here’s a guy I’ve been hearing a lot of good things about.
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________ Would you trust his stuff?
* this one would link back to a vendor page
Check this out, an entire page of free stuff ___________.
I just downloaded this “(INSERT A TITLE HERE)”
* this would link to the FREE category on RAP Bank
* then later you can do a different version of that and
just mention a DIFFERENT freebie that you found on that
page
I already mentioned this freebie page but I now also
downloaded “INSERT A DIFFERENT TITLE”, _______
You get the point?
So it doesn’t have to be a sales pitch. Just a bullet point
you took from their salescopy, anything unusual about it,
anything that caught your interest, the reason you
bought it, the reason you would buy it, a request for
feedback about it.
So you pick the 3-4 products on the Monday and then
you sit down to write 6 (approx 2 days, 3 per day) worth
of tweets for each item.
The above will get you roughly 1 week worth of tweets
and you will have INTELLIGENTLY promoted 3-4 instantpayment offers and likely cookied many of your twitter
followers for the full RAP Bank marketplace.
Advanced users … you might already be thinking of this,
but yes the above is a cash-cow that can be automated.
You could setup niche Twitter accounts and push up your
follower lists in one of the many auto-follow techniques.
Now you have various niche Twitter accounts with high
volume of Twitter followers.
You then pay an assistant a few bucks to find you niche
products and relevant offers on RAP Bank … and if your
assistant has even basic salescopy experience, they can
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then write up your 21+ weekly messages per account.
AND… you (or they) can then plug them into an auto
tweet tool which will auto send the messages out for each
account.
Your financial investment? Minimal. Your time investment? Minimal. Your new instant-payment cash-flow system though is a great way to not only create new cash for
your business but then use that money and flip it into
more advertising dollars and promotional strategies for
your “bigger fish” projects.

** A SMARTER Way To Make Even MORE
Money NOW From Any of These Tips **
This is a bit of an aside that I figured I should point out…
You know what the best types of “pitches” and promotions to take part in, as an affiliate, are? Or at least in the
info-product market as this won’t apply for consumer
merchandise or services: recurring billing offers, highticket offers and freebies.
You might hear talk of selling low ticket offers is smart.
No it’s not. The reason a smart merchant will have low
ticket offers for their affiliate team to promote is because
of a basic understanding of human psychology…
An affiliate responds better to NUMBER of sales vs. DOLLAR value of sales.
Meaning… all things being equal, a given affiliate will be
more excited by 100 x $10 sales instead of 1 x $1000
sale.
It’s especially important for merchants to know this.
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In any given situation, if the average affiliate puts in the
same time and energy and sees 100 x $10, they’ll be
more likely to keep promoting and more likely to associate your company/brand with an offer that pays out vs.
them making just 1 sale and seeing the same dollar
value.
So…
Does it make sense for a merchant to have $7, $10, $19
offers? Sure. The majority of their affiliates see those
frequent commissions notifications and get fired up again
AND get reminded that your affiliate program exists
which sends them back into promotions.
In fact, closing a $1000 sale may take let’s say 250 visitors (that just an arbitrary number). And the beginner
affiliate tends may well get disappointed if they’ve sent
100 visitors to a site and didn’t see a sale.
So the higher ticket offer is something they may not
even stick around to earn.
But they can close $7, $10, $19 (etc) offers so it’s a confidence booster. “Look ma, I’m making money online!”
BUT, affiliates who make the bigger dollars stick primarily with: recurring billing offers, higher ticket offers and
freebies. Here’s why for each of them (and what that
means to RAP Bank affiliates especially VP upgraded
members)…
Recurring Billing: I’ve been paying $3.99 per month for a
hosting account on GoDaddy that I haven’t been using
for nearly 4 years. Not a big pile of money, but I’ve just
been too lazy to cancel (well, there’s ONE database on
that account that still needs to be transferred off to my
primary hosting provider, but the point is, wasted dollars
that they got from me for recurring billing.
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If you can lock in a customer, even as an affiliate, to a
valuable service or a membership that will ding their
credit card monthly… you’re obviously a lot more likely to
make multiple commissions from that one referral. It
means passive income for you to enjoy. So there’s a lot
more money in promoting recurring offers vs. single sale
offers.
Higher Ticket: This is an arbitrary term. A high ticket item
to some affiliates is a $250,000 yacht or a $50,000 executive coaching bootcamp. But in info product world, I’d
say anything that pays you over $100 commission qualifies here. Though, it’s even more accurate to say anything with $300, $500, $1000+ commission per sale
would be “high ticket”.
A truly motivated buyer is willing to pay the higher prices
and, in fact, sometimes a higher ticket item converts better because of the premium pricing and the perceived
value it creates. I mean who would want to buy
‘discounted laser eye surgery’? Some people would rather
pay premium to feel like they’re getting the best.
So conversions for a higher ticket offer aren’t necessarily
lower.
And for intermediate/experienced affiliate marketers who
don’t need that re-assurance that repeated small ticket
sales provides, they find that promoting higher ticket offers gives them a lot of buffer money for their ad campaigns. When you walk with $100, $500, $1000 etc in
commission.. It gives you a lot more creative advertising
opportunities.
Interestingly … Clickbank, for example, has a price cap on
their digital offers. So “high ticket” offers don’t exist on
Clickbank.
Freebies: Selling a free item is dead simple. As long as
that freebie is associated with a sales funnel or upsells
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(so that there’s actually money there for the affiliate),
“giving away” freebies is very simple, very painless and
unlike other affiliate promotions, it usually results in a
thank you from subscribers, blog readers, Twitter followers etc.
That’s also why my original gameplan of developing a
Money Now Genie affiliate program was going to be
based entirely around giving away valuable freebies. Of
course, each was tied to special offers.
ANY affiliate can confidently and comfortably give away a
free resource with an affiliate link… and, in fact, it’s
something you can do DAILY and your audience will still
keep thanking you. Someone likely gave you a free copy
of this report. I bet they didn’t have to work hard for that
“promotion”.
So, now consider the various Money NOW tips I’ve given
so far… re-visit each tip and consider promoting RAPbank
offers that are either recurring billing, higher ticket payout or freebies.
In RAP Bank, I know VendorPlus members can sort the
reports based on recurring/subscription value (to quickly
find all the products in the marketplace that pay recurring billing) and they can sort based on ticket price (to
find the higher ticket items … at the time of this report,
there are products up to $397 per qualifying-sale in this
marketplace!!) and can also check the FREE category to
find all the front-end freebies.
Dig through the RAP Bank marketplace and check what’s
currently available. Keeping in mind that the marketplace
is continually growing.
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Money NOW #9 — The WP Plug-In For
Passive Income (THIS IS BIG BIG BIG!)
Read about it here first.

Another great innovation!
WP (WordPress) viral widgets and ad-widgets are nothing
new but (1) this one pays instant-commissions and (2)
like Transformers… there’s more than meets the eye.
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This is another one of those things that is really the bigger cash-cow to upgraded VendorPlus members. But the
freebie accounts can still cash in…
If you visited the site, you read this part:

If you have a wordpress blog (including auto-blogs), this
is a great and virally-rewarding way to add a snippet of
code to your pages and earn instant-payments from your
traffic.
I see some of my clients still using AdSense. Each time, I
ask them if they’re making money with it… and the answers are “no” or “very little”. Sure AdSense still has its
place in the monetization world but it’s not the heavy hitter it once was.
Banner ads that promote regular “wait 6 weeks to 3
months” affiliate programs are also common and so are
CPA offers.
But what about earning from targeted offers that each
pay money NOW?
And what if your little widget was viral… your visitors not
only could buy products from built-in affiliate links, but
could also install the widget on their own blogs. And
YOU’D be locked in as their “sponsor”… which then earns
you a certain percentage of all of their clicks as sales.
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(VendorPlus members make a hell of a lot more here too.
I really hope you’re starting to see that the VP upgrade
fee is an essential part of business, like advertising, like
hosting, like an autoresponder or like any other overhead. But that overhead cost produces a LOT more
money for you for the same actions).
This is one of my favourite uses that I think make the
most sense to the majority of users:
“promote your custom lists
promoting products from your cherry-picked list of
RAP Bank products and placed into any one of your
custom lists: 'Favorites', 'Wishlist', 'I Have It'“
Instead of just a random sampling (or keyword/category
based sampling) of products, why not list your favourites?
While it’s a great way to earn from YOUR OWN traffic,
this is also a big Money NOW opportunity if you refer
other bloggers to this plug-in.
If you’re a free account holder, you’ll earn 50% from the
clicks within your free widget. So if your widget sees 100
clicks per month, 50% of those get credited to you for
potential sales. If those 100 clicks generate 2 sales let’s
say of a $39 product, in that one week you just LOST $39
by not being an upgraded VendorPlus account holder. If
the 100 clicks generated 4 sales, you would have LOST
out on $39+$39 ($78) in that one week alone as a “free”
member.
As they always say “free comes with a price tag” and in
this case “free” is a fast way to miss out on the bigger
money that VendorPlus accounts enjoy.
Starting to see my point?
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I hope you take this seriously. New marketplace launches
like this are very rare. Info product launches are too
freaking common… software… that’s pretty common too..
Services, lots of those too. But marketplaces? Were you
around to make the most of Clickbank’s launch? And
since then probably the only worthwhile player was PayDotCom.

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …

Let me give you a visual reason with conservative #s of
what having this viral ad-widget installed on your blog
can mean:

Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.

Let’s assume this math: 100 Clicks Per Week = 2 sales.
For products in the “internet marketing”, “biz opp”,
“make money online”, “business services” space, 2% is
an accepted norm. So let’s stick with 2% assuming the
product is in the $39—$77 range. Let’s use $50 per sale
for simple math.

Click Here

CLICK PER
WEEK

SALES PER
WEEK

PAID INSTANTLY TO
AFFILIATE

PAID TO RAP
BANK (Makes
THEM RICHER)

100

2

1x$50 = $50

1x$50 = $50

400

8

4x$50=$200

4x$50=$200

1000

20

10x$50=$500 10x$50=$500

Okay … do you SEE that? That’s a FREE user’s earnings.
100 clicks per week is LOW. Each WEEK, the free RAP
Bank user makes RAP Bank richer by $50 per week even
with my modest 100 clicks per week and low 2% conversion numbers.
In translation, that free account user is LOSING $200 per
month with my conservative numbers.
Modest to “matured” blogs instead see much higher
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clicks.
Even in the 400 clicks example with my low 2% conversions example… a free user LOSES $800 per month that
they’re handing over to RAP Bank.
Here’s what an upgraded VendorPlus user earns instead
(VendorPlus users get 100% of all clicks from their adwidget, not 50% like a free user) …
CLICK PER
WEEK

SALES PER
WEEK

PAID INSTANTLY TO
AFFILIATE

PAID TO RAP
BANK (Makes
THEM
RICHER)

100

2

2x$50=$100

$0

400

8

8x$50=$400

$0

1000

20

20x$50=$1000

$0

I’m trying to drive a point home…. If you want to get
ahead faster and make the bigger dollars, don’t pinch
pennies in the wrong places.
I see struggling ‘newbies’ dropping $6300 on well marketing but B.S. replicated shopping websites, $1997 on
home study courses, $800 per month on advanced SEO
training courses, $150 on software they’ll never use, and
other gimmicks.
They’re putting out THOUSANDS on courses and software
and gimmicks that they likely aren’t even ready or
trained to make use of and won’t address their money
NOW needs.
Yet in true advantage situations, many will pinch pennies.
If you’re taking part in capitalizing on this Money NOW
opp, an upgraded account is a MUST. You’ll simply lose
too much of your own potential money by not being
upgraded.
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And what I showed you there is just “level 1”… meaning
those are clicks from your own ad-widget, from your
own websites.
But the WP Plug-in (the ad-widget) has viral links… others from your blog visitors (such as other blog owners
who read your blog) will be quick to grab the widget and
add it to their blogs because they want instant commissions too.
As a free user, you get 10% of all the clicks generated
from their free ad-widget (vs 20% - 30%, so 2 or 3
times the earnings, as a VP upgraded account).
Here’s some more math for you.
Suppose 20 blog owners install the ad-widget from
yours.
Assume each of those 20 blogs gets the same traffic we
already talked about…
CLICK PER
WEEK (20
blogs)

SALES PER As A FREE Affiliate As An Upgraded
WEEK (2% You Make (10%
VendorPlus Afconversion)
of clicks)
filiate (30%)

2000

40

4x$50=$200

12x$50=$600

8000

160

16x$50=$800

48x$50=$2400

20,000

400

40x$50=$2000

120x$50=$6000

*These are all examples and hypothetical numbers. But
the math I’m using is very conservative to illustrate the
differences in potential.
Can you see how this can be a monster?
Avoid lottery mindset though…
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But so far my examples suggest that your ad-widget gets
100 clicks per week (which any blogger can tell you is
low… IF they’re taking ANY level of promoting and growing their blog).
I suggested those 100 clicks result in 2% conversion of
sales which anyone in direct marketing will tell you is
typical.
And I then suggested that, on the low side, 20 others will
install the ad-widget because of you. Either because they
saw the widget on your blog OR if you want to really take
the bull by the horns… because they read your branded
copy of this report. That’s a GREAT way to get this education out to your bloggers, subscribers, twitter followers,
facebook friends, past clients, marketer buddies etc and
get A LOT more users on board.
But even at just 20 users… who get the same low 100
clicks per week… LOOK AT THOSE DIFFERENCES.
As a FREE user, you take in $200 per week (ie: $800 per
month) from passive sales.
As an upgraded VendorPlus user for the EXACT SAME
“work” and EXACT SAME TRAFFIC … you would see
roughly $600 in instant-payments coming your way (or,
approx, $2400 per month).
Free RAPBank account user in this example walks
with $800 (approx).
Upgraded VendorPlus user for the SAME WORK and
SAME TRAFFIC and SAME EVERYTHING, would see
$2400 (approx).
And that’s really on the low end. To be even remotely
fair, at least use that middle figure I posted. The difference all of a sudden changes from $800 per week in instant sales paid directly to you, vs $2400 per week.
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Again, this doesn’t happen just because you install the
WP plug-in. It happens because if your blog gets traffic,
your visitors WILL click the ads in the ad-widget and it
happens because other bloggers who see your widget (or
get your branded copy of this report) WILL install the
widget.
Use your noodle.
What makes the most sense?
And yes, this is real.
This is a smart marketplace and the FIRST EVER instantpayment marketplace taking off. Opportunity is everywhere. Not just piddly change but real Money NOW opportunity.
If you’ve read this far, and you don’t have at least a free
account locked in yet, click here.
But you might as well treat this with a serious approach
for the next 6 to 12 months and get yourself setup as a
VendorPlus and then brand this report (optional)… but get
the word out about RAP Bank and create your Money
NOW models.
You can use that cashflow to then further build any of
your current projects and businesses.

Money NOW #10 — Create A Product
About RAP Bank
This is the “normal order of things”.
Some people got together to build Twitter and they made
money. Others jump on to use Twitter in creative ways
and they made money. But others, created an info-
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product teaching people how to use Twitter for XYZ purpose or how to make money with it … and they too made
money.
Some smarty-pants types, along with Seth Godin, got together to create Squidoo and they made money. Others
tapped into the SEO power and simple “website” concept
of Squidoo and they made money. But many others, created video products and ebooks and all sorts of courses
teaching how to use Squidoo and they sold that information.. And they made money.
Same thing here.
Right off the bat, expect some to try to knock-off the RAP
Bank system. Some will be unfinanced, non-creative,
amateur, me-too attempts. EVENTUALLY, a few may rise
up and become a minor but worthwhile player in the
“instant commissions” world.
Good for them. Let them play. Good luck investing into
the infrastructure, the coding, the creative branding, the
first mover advantage etc.
What you CAN do though is create a video product or an
audio course or an ebook or PLR products or even simply
PLR articles… something that teaches how to make the
most from RAP Bank.
Think about it… here you have an entire network of affiliates and vendors and a MAJORITY who have yet to really
hear of or understand why RAP bank works.
I mean this report is a perfect example of it (obviously I
practice what I preach). Though I’m not selling it, but I
could have.
What kind of products could you create?
Instructional video series: how to get a product onto RAP
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Bank. Everything from getting RAP installed (or instructions of how to use a pro tech installer to do it) to how to
setup a RAP Bank account to how to upgrade it to VendorPlus (not required for listing a product but very much
suggested), to how to fill out the product details etc etc.
Interview (audio) series: best marketing practices for
promoting products from RAP Bank.
Case study PDF: do your own promotions as an affiliate
for a few months. Record your conversions, stats, earnings. Package that.
PLR articles that are keyword rich about “RAP Bank” and
“instant commissions” … this ties into my next tip.
Here’s a great way to tackle this (this is a useful tip for
ANY major internet movement like this… so the next time
a Skype launches or a YouTube launches or a Squidoo
launches, or, in this case, a RAP Bank launches… do the
same for that too)…
Go run a search on Google but also on info-product networks… and search keywords like “Twitter”, “YouTube”,
“Facebook”, “Squidoo” along with modifiers like “ebook”,
“book”, “course”, “how to” etc. And see what products
other publishers have created in the past for THOSE major networks.
I know from top of my head that there are well over
200+ courses about Twitter including many physical
books (so check Amazon as well). Of course, there could
be thousands. I don’t follow Twitter that closely.
I know there are dozens of prominent courses and tools
and software related to Facebook. There are obviously
1000+ (easily) about ClickBank … and most of it is just
rehashed content.
And that’s just in the English language. Courses on Twit-
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ter, Facebook, YouTube, Squidoo etc exist in other major
languages too.
The point is, think of any other major site, major network, major new technology … and chances are, there
are LOTS of info-products specifically about it. So do a bit
of research and see what some of those titles are and
what the purpose of that info-product is… then consider if
that is applicable to RAP Bank and set out to create a
similar product for RAP Bank!

72 15-minute interviews.

If you want some tips
from the most respected world-experts
of information marketing, look through my
Future Of Information
Marketing: Pros, Cons
and Predictions course.
It’s basically a #1 success tips and predictions series… you’ll
learn A LOT from those

In the series I spoke with names such as Mike Filsaime,
Gary Ambrose, Jonathan Mizel, Ewen Chia, Marc
Harty, Chris Knight of EzineArticles.com, Rosalind
Gardner, Ray Edwards, Shawn Collins, Mike Dillard,
Carrie Wilkerson, Reed Floren, Gina Gaudio-Graves,
Russell Brunson, Anthony 'Tony' Blake … and many
others.
And, if you’re an upgraded VendorPlus member at RAP
Bank, check your discount coupons page and save $25 off
the retail price. Just another money-perk reserved for VP
level members.
Also… if you’d like a bit more help with developing an info
product, you can check out my “Quick and Dirty Info In-
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come: A Case Study” . That
ones a free download. And I
walk through how I create
quick info products. You can
download that here.

Money NOW #11 — Capitalize on the
Searches
Anytime a trend, a product launch or, of course, a major
network launch occurs… there’s a healthy spike and continued growth in search volume for that keyword phrase.
Take, for example, the major $2000 info product course
launches in the “internet marketing” arena.
When a bigger launch like that occurs, many are searching to find reviews about it, but these days they’re also
searching to find Bonuses that affiliates are giving away
with the launch.
When a new info product really gets talked about, you’ll
see forum discussion and reviews pop up about it.
Well, you can bet a spike and continued growth in
searches for “RAP Bank”, “RAPBank” and “instant commission” etc is already starting to take place.
So…
When someone on this big old internet searches for those
keyphrases, where are they landing?
Why not have them land on your blogger or WP
autoblogs, or your Squidoo lens, or your review article or
your review video, or your mini site or simply your multiple keyword rich blog posts.
There’s a lot of free organic search traffic starting to oc-
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cur… why not pull them into your pages and cash in.
Of course, they’re there looking for “RAP Bank” information. You can either write your own summary or, as a
great way to generate opt-ins from that free traffic, you
can give them a branded copy of this report.
Regardless of how you tackle it, (and this tip really is
more general for ANY major launch, especially new authority sites like RAP Bank), cash in on the free traffic
from the search volume!

Money NOW #12 — Offer RAP and RAPBank Services, Coaching, Consulting
I outsource more and more every year. And I certainly
don’t do my RAP installs or my RAP product setup even
though each is simple. Back in 2007 and first part of
2008, I did all of it… myself. No big deal but it cost me
time and I hated it.
Since then, there have been so many add-ons that I don’t
even know about all of them, let alone how to set them
up. So if I wanted my offer to have a lot of bells and
whistles, I’d have to learn those too.
Of course, these days there’s no way I would. Especially
since I have multiple RAP and general tech pros to call
upon who can do it all a *LOT* faster and I trust that
they do it right more than I’d trust myself at it.
But with RAP bank busting open like this and buzz picking
up momentum… there will be an increased need for tech
professionals who can install the RAP script and setup a
merchant’s product on there. Does that sound like a fit
for you?
What about general consulting/coaching for anything related to RAP or RAP Bank?
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Think about what could a RAP Bank affiliate or RAP Bank
vendor want to outsource? What would they want help
on? What related services could they make use of (such
as conversion tracking which, of course, is general but
you could create a page to specifically pitch to the niche
of “RAP Bank Conversions Expert”) etc.
There’s a lot of room here for tying RAP Bank into a services business.

Money NOW #13 — Giving Away Custom
“Branded” Copies of This Exact Report.
Complete with YOUR Affiliate Links for
Multiple Instant Income Streams…

(Still Available)
Grab A Copy of
This Report,
Branded With
YOUR Affiliate
Links …
Enjoy Money
NOW Multiple
Income
Streams.
Click Here

Let’s be direct about this…

You read this report because you were likely curious on what the
“new” model that I was writing about is. I hope you have come
away satisfied as, literally, this marketplace that allows for a really
big fat opportunity was not launched even a week ago (at the
time of this report) and no other instant payment marketplace exists! So this DEFINITELY is VERY NEW. (and yes, it’s big… I did
my best to try to explain just some of the reasons of why this will
grow fast).
You also read this report because likely, you too are interested in
“money now”. Either more money now to fuel your current business goals or simply more money NOW to take care of bills.
And someone referred you to this report. Somehow, someone directed you to check out this report.
Whether you heed the advice and position yourself to make at
least SOME money (or possibly a respectable full-time income
more) from all that I’ve covered… it’s up to you.
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But, if you do… the person who told you about this resource and
gave you this opportunity may well benefit from a commission/
sale.
YOU could be doing the same thing.
Explaining RAP Bank to someone is no easy task. If a busy individual lands on RAP Bank, they’ll have no idea of what makes it
pretty damn special.
But consider this…

That’s a snapshot from Clickbank.
Currently the understood and recognized e-tailer (retailer of electronic/digital products).
Yet, their 10 year old system lacks a lot of advances RAP Bank
provides… both for merchants and for affiliates!
Not to mention their system will NOT result in any sort of money
NOW.
But even with all that… take a look at their stats:
“Our clients have earned over 1 billion dollars”
… taken right from their page.
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So even with many of the shot-comings, hundreds of thousands
of affiliates have received CB checks over the past 10 years.
RAP Bank, on the other hand, could have paid each of those
affiliates instantly and could have saved merchants hundreds or
even thousands per month (again, a merchant loses roughly $7
per sale on CB).
RAP Bank just launched April 1, 2010.
Its affiliate base will quickly exceed that of CB.
And all of these money NOW tips are only possible because of
RAPbank …
QUESTION…
How many others would want to learn of all this?
How will you tell them? Verbally? Via an email? Do you think that
will work?
Why not send them a copy of this report, custom branded with
your referral links … it’s the most efficient way to let them learn
about this new change AND, at the same time, you get the multiple income stream benefits.

Create your
own custom
branded copy
of this report.
Visit this link
to get started.

To me, it’s part of my “mission” to get many of today’s affiliates
“clued in” to what RAPbank now provides. Because there’s a
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certain peace of mind you enjoy when you know you have emergency cash options.
And no other opportunity provides those money NOW opportunities.
I believe affiliates would be more profitable AND merchants too
by utilizing the systems now available for instant payment.
It’s not a solution for every need and every project, sure… but it’s
a solution to many household money needs.
It would be great to say “hey, can you please ‘pay it forward’ and
tell any affiliates and info-product merchants about all this” but
we’re all busy and without incentive, it’s tougher to get the majority into action.
So I built in “financial incentives” into this report. To find out
about the “multiple steams of instant income”, visit this site.
I was here when Skype launched and I loved it immediately and
was telling EVERYONE about it so much they thought I was selling it… even though it’s a free download and free tool.
I was here when Twitter went from “this thing” to today’s worldwide popularity.
I was even here for blogging, AdWords, iPhone apps, video marketing trends, mobile marketing trends (most of which are still
just starting up), Squidoo, YouTube …
I’ve seen ideas/concepts go from nothing billion-dollar giants.
Because I got my introduction to business via network marketing
(back in 2002, though I quit in 2005) … I know a lot of today’s
top MLMers and I’ve seen them join and promote new MLM startups that, too, went from obscure “latest new opportunity” to established strong companies today.
I know at least 2 “celebrity” names personally who I knew of be-
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fore the fame and know now.
In short… I’m not a stranger to seeing a great pioneering model
at its infancy and seeing it develop into a respected “house-hold”
name.
For that reason, I’ll take part in, profit from and enjoy maturing
with RAP Bank.
It’s truly the best recommendation I have for instant money
(other than selling your own products, of course).

“BRAND” the Links and Website References In
This Report for Instant Payments

By creating a custom branded copy of this book, you’ll be able to
receive instant payments (as you qualify for referred sales).
Some of those instant payment dollar figures can be worth $37,
$39, $47, $72, $100, $175, $197 … and anything on RAP Bank!
(and there’s more too).
Point is, you can GIVE away a copy of this booklet and EARN.
How Would You Give Away Copies of This Book?
If you’re new to online marketing and traffic generation, start with
my traffic course. It sold for $47 but is now free. Just download it
and work through it… you’ll learn ways to generate millions of
visitors to any website.
Who Would Want A Copy Of This Package?
Really? Let me show you...
Here is a table with some Google search statistics.
NOTE: These numbers are approximates taken from Google only.
Facebook+Youtube (for example) exceed Google’s search traffic.
And there are thousands upon thousands of relevant top authority
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sites with massive traffic. Not to mention other major search engines like Yahoo and MSN … and the many smaller search engines. And not to mention “human” searches such as in Twitter …
and, this is all just from the English language marketplace.
So, you can very comfortably multiply each of the numbers below by 5 or 10 to get a more accurate monthly
worldwide interest.
Take a look at this… first I’ll give you the keyphrase and then the
approx MONTHLY search volume (again, taken ONLY from
Goolge). I’ll let YOU decide whether there is a massive need and
interest in valid strategies for making money, especially if the
course is free and ESPECIALLY if it teaches instant money now
concepts.
Check out the number of searches for just some of the phrases

related to “affiliate marketing”. Multiply by 5 to 10 for a more accurate monthly total...
affiliate marketing - 673,000
affiliate internet marketing - 90,500
affiliate programs - 368,000
affiliate - 4,090,000
affiliates - 550,000

Below are some of the searches for “clickbank”. There’s a LOT of
interested in Clickbank based promotions even though their marketplace doesn’t offer many of the RAP Bank advances and doesn’t provide instant payment. But take a look …
clickbank affiliate - 40,500
clickbank products - 12,100
clickbank account - 4,400
make money with clickbank - 5,400
clickbank affiliate program - 6,600
clickbank marketplace - 22,200
clickbank directory - 33,100
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There are billions (the majority) who have never heard of affiliate
marketing or don’t understand the concept. Of course, affiliate
marketing is just one way to “work from home” but take a look at
the interest per month for work at home. It’s safe to say tens of
millions EACH MONTH are searching for ways to make money
from home...
work from home - 2,240,000
working from home - 301,000
work from home jobs - 450,000
work online from home - 110,000

Do people need and want more money? 83 million searches in
one month on Google alone for “money”. 6 million for “make
money”.
money - 83,100,000
make money - 6,120,000
make money online - 1,500,000
making money online - 246,000
internet money - 550,000
ways to make money - 368,000

In fact, here are some of the results for “fast” and “quick” and
“instant” money searches...
instant money - 33,100
instant cash - 135,000
quick cash - 201,000
fast cash - 368,000
money now - 246,000
Do you think others are ready to get a copy of this report? Do you
think others (your neighbours, your friends, your co-workers
even) have searched for ways to create emergency money?
This is the best win-win way I can think of to have YOU help
spread the word while also financially benefiting from the process.
Click here.
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Your Simple Next Steps
To Money NOW and Cashflow +
Peace-of-Mind From the Ability to
Create Instant Payments
Setup your RAP Bank account.

Create a custom branded copy of this report and
follow the simple instructions to get setup.

Give away copies of your branded book to any of
the millions upon millions each month who are actively looking for “money” advice. And EARN instant
payments of $37, $39, $47, $72, $100, $175, $197
and more from the qualifying sales.
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